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SUMMARY NOTES

1.0

Welcome, Introductions and Agenda Review

The doors were opened at 6:15 p.m. Members of the public viewed the display boards
that were posted at the back of the auditorium. A copy of the poster boards is found in
Appendix A to the Public Forum #1 Meeting notes dated June 23, 2005. Toronto
Region Conservation (TRCA) and members of the consulting team were on hand to
answer questions before the Working Session began.
All participants received the following information as they signed in:
o Participant workbook
o Copy of presentation slides
o Proposed Approach to Stage 2 Consultation (Updated draft for discussions at
Working Session #3)
o Sample Criteria Table
o Notice for Public Forum #2 (editor’s note: the meeting is now scheduled for
November 7, 2005)
The following information from previous meetings was also available to participants:
o Meeting notes from Public Forum #1, June 23, 2005
o Meeting notes from Working Session #1, July 25, 2005 (including a colour copy
of the map from Appendix C)
o Meeting notes from Working Session #2, August 23, 2005
59 participants signed in at the meeting. A list of project team members present at the
meeting can be found in Appendix A to these notes.
Adele Freeman (Director, Watershed Management Division, TRCA) opened the
meeting at 6:40 p.m. and thanked participants for attending. Adele briefly explained
previous consultation activities for the project and the purpose of each meeting. To
date, participants have discussed and provided feedback on the approach to developing
the terms of reference, information sources, and different alternatives being considered.
Stakeholders also participated in an informative site walk of the mouth of the Don River.
Nicole Swerhun was introduced as the facilitator. Nicole’s role is the provision of third
party, neutral facilitation services and to keep the discussions on time and focused. The
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project team will be developing the Terms of Reference for the client(s) and submission
to the province for approval.
Nicole pointed out the information that was available at the sign-in desk, described the
overall consultation process for the project’s Terms of Reference, and walked
participants through the agenda. Tonight’s meeting focuses on evaluation criteria that
will be used to select a preferred solution during the Environmental Assessment (EA)
and the proposed public consultation process for the EA. Following the presentations,
small groups will participate in discussions about a series of focus questions related to
these two topics.

2.0

Overview Presentation: Evaluation Criteria and Consultation
Approach

Evaluation Criteria
Don Gorber, SENES, outlined the purpose of the meeting, as follows:
•
To provide an overview of why and how evaluation methods are used in an
EA
•
To present and seek feedback on the proposed approach to conducting
evaluations as part of this EA
•
To present and seek feedback on the proposed public consultation approach
for the EA
•
To learn from the public what additional information should be considered
A copy of the presentation can be found in Appendix B to these notes.
There are a number of other projects that are ongoing in this geographic area. This
study is not being carried out in a vacuum. A great deal of information is available from
these various sources that will be integrated into this study, along with the very specific
information that is collected during this study. This project is on schedule, with the
completion of the Terms Of Reference (TOR) expected early in 2006. Following the
TOR (after its approval), the Environmental Assessment will be conducted.
Don outlined the current study goal, which is: “to establish and sustain the form,
features and function of a natural river mouth within the context of an urban
environment.” The words “and sustain” were added as a result of early consultation
efforts. Other public feedback related to the goal and objectives was also highlighted.
For this project, there are two study areas: naturalization study area; and, flood
protection study area (2 spill zone areas). There is some overlap between the two
areas.
Don explained the following terms: naturalization; alternative to; alternative method;
evaluation method. These terms have been described at previous meetings. Tonight’s
meeting focused on the terms: weighting; trade offs; criteria/criterion; indicators. An EA
evaluation methodology is the procedure that will be used to establish preferences
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between alternatives. Comparisons and tradeoffs, and reflection of public values are
important. The process will have to be traceable, replicable and understandable.
When there are many alternatives, there are few details for each. As the number of
alternatives goes down, the level of detail goes up. The methods for narrowing
alternatives can be qualitative, quantitative or both. Criteria, based upon the project
objectives, are measured by various indicators. Weighting is done to give an indication
of differences in importance. Public input will be invited on each of these components.
A list of “alternatives to” has been developed by the project team and expanded through
public input received. Currently, there are six alternatives to: do nothing; river with
discharge to the inner harbour; river with discharge through the Port Lands; combination
of discharge points (primary and regional flood overflow); third discharge into lake
creating delta; eastern discharge point. All of these alternatives will be evaluated based
upon the project objectives: naturalization; flood control; manage the operation of the
river; integrate with existing infrastructure; support compatible recreational, cultural, and
heritage opportunities; coordinate with other planning efforts. Only alternatives that
meet all of the criteria will be carried forward.
A stepwise process of combining functions is applied to identify alternative methods. To
get from the long list to the short list, those alternatives that are not “technically feasible”
will be eliminated. For each project objective, criteria will be developed along with
associated indicators and the weighting. Only the first two objectives will be used at this
point.
Once a short list of between 5 and 10 alternative methods is established, the remaining
objectives will be used to enhance the description of each alternative. The short list will
then be narrowed to the preferred alternative. At this point, the alternatives to and
alternative methods are in place from the short list, all project objectives and technical
disciplines are addressed.
Public Consultation Approach
Nicole Swerhun introduced the public consultation approach being suggested for the
EA, which follows the approval of the TOR. The approach includes a description of
guiding principles, objectives, mechanisms, stakeholders and focus. Guiding principles
have been identified in the Toronto Waterfront Revitalization Corporation Public
Consultation Strategy. The consultation mechanisms include: open houses and
workshops, site walks, a Community Liaison Committee, a Technical Advisory
Committee, and a Specialist Design Workshop. These activities are in addition to
ongoing activities such as the project newsletter and website updates.
Nicole outlined the key stakeholders for the project, and the timing of the consultation
activities as related to the decision points. The TRCA has committed to bringing in
international design expertise to look at different ideas. This will be done through a
design charette.
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In the next project steps of the current phase of the project, the TOR will be developed
and presented to the public at Forum #2, which is being planned for November 7, 2005
(editors note: the original date of October 25, 2005 has been changed to allow
consolidation of, and meaningful attention to, all comments received on this
project over the summer). Following this public forum and the consideration of input
received, it is anticipated that the TOR will be submitted to the Ministry of Environment
(MOE) in December 2005.
Questions and Comments from Participants
The following statements were made and questions regarding clarification were asked.
The response given by the study team follows each comment.
What is the role of the public in this process? If public values are saying that we want a
natural marsh rather than economic development, will this be given additional weight in
the TOR? A short statement of public guiding principles should be developed and
presented within the TOR.
The public will be given the opportunity to weight the various project objectives to guide
that the more important public values are reflected. Public values are also considered
in developing indicators and trade-offs. An extra step should not be created for this
process, especially not one that prejudges or adds another step to the overall process.
There was one point left out of alternatives to. #3 should also include a branch to the
east along the ship channel.
This input was noted by the study team.
It looks like there are two months to develop the evaluation system. If alternative
evaluation systems are considered, weights would not be necessary. Will you take
seriously a different type of evaluation system that does not use weighting? There are
other quantitative systems that should be considered.
Both qualitative and quantitative methods are being considered.
Slide 35 – is this showing the stages of the TOR?
This slide shows the EA process, which will follow the approval of the Terms of
Reference.
At what point does naturalization and flood protection happen – are these two written in
stone? When did this happen? Where did water quality go?
Water quality isn’t an objective but rather will be used as a criteria used to evaluate or
compare the various alternative methods. Water quality may fit in as one of the criterion
under the objective, “support compatible recreational, cultural, and heritage
opportunities.”

Regarding the international design charette – a lot of charettes allow observers and/or
public participants. Being inclusive is more productive. In New Orleans, some
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biologists have stated that it may have been better if they would not have changed the
wetlands.
The TRCA will consider how the public can be involved in the design charette.
Who is the contact for the TAC?
TRCA project staff can be contacted regarding the Technical Advisory Committee.
I am a consumer and have never been involved in any other City planning initiatives.
What I heard was that there are alternatives to (5 of them), and alternative methods (i.e.
fish, vegetation). What I understand is that we have very limited resources to get to
where we want to go. I don’t understand this.
We have a series of “alternatives to”. For each of these alternatives to, we will try to
visualize the function of the river (alternative methods). These will be put together into a
long list. We will then determine which ones are technically feasible. To go out and do
field evaluation, we need to have a reasonable sized short list. The public will be
involved in determining how the lists will be evaluated and selections made. At each
point, the good things will be retained. This process is meant to get from a long,
unmanageable list to one that can be further evaluated.
If we are going to look at flood control, what kind of weather are we looking at?
Part of the evaluation will be to look at climate change, lake levels, etc. We are looking
at Hurricane Hazel-sized storms.
The idea of the long and short lists is rubbish. There is a dam at Finch that controls the
flow of the river. These lists encompass solutions for less than 1% of the Don River
system. Who is going to decide what is technically feasible? It is technically feasible to
do almost anything, the outcome is more related to resources. You have never talked
about what is in the river. Put all of your ideas down on paper and then we will decide
what will work or not. Everyone is interested in clean water in the Lake for drinking.
What are you doing to clean up in the river?
There are a number of current initiatives being undertaken on the River including source
water protection from the province, integrated watershed management plans, and the
City’s Wet Weather Flow Management Master Plan. There has and will be much
consultation on all of these. This project is one piece of the overall regeneration of the
Don. We would be happy to discuss any and all of these projects following the meeting.
Excellent documentation of the process. Congratulations. A number of the discussion
threads need to be connected. When I read the 6 project objectives, I don’t know what
naturalization and the other objectives include. I request clarification on this matter
(slide 21). I support the idea of some guiding principles.
On the project team, we have tried to determine which criteria fit under each objective.
This is a major undertaking to develop. Public comment is critical to determining how
public values will be reflected and lists will be refined. Water quality, for example, may
be a key evaluation criteria that influences the selection of alternatives to and alternative
methods.
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I would like to propose that the EA include the north end of Riverdale Park and go to the
river mouth. In our area, there has been a proposal to put tanks in the old incinerator
(Dundas and Gerrard) site. Cleaning up the water is certainly an issue, but putting
tanks into our community is definitely an issue. We were not consulted on the
incinerator project, and we don’t want to see this happen again. I’d be really concerned
about the process and the timing. We want to be consulted. A wetland has been
created in the north end of the park.
Maybe you can think of and propose mechanisms, in addition to what has been
suggested, to ensure that the public is consulted. The project that is funded is for the
naturalization of the mouth of the Don River. The Task Force asked us to consider what
could be done within the channel. This is being done. The question is whether any
more can be done that will not aggravate flooding. The naturalization of Riverdale Park
was begun in 1991. It is not likely that we will add this area into this study.
There is an elephant in the room. It has been suggested that the Don Greenway would
not undergo an environmental assessment.
(editors’ note: While the Don Greenway will be planned through a separate TWRC
led process, the flood management alternative that affects the Greenway will be
studied through this process. –AF)
The Parks Declaration Order process is an alternative EA process that (if approved)
will still involve considerable environmental studies and mandatory public
consultation.
If the Don Mouth Naturalization and Port Lands Flood Protection Project EA concludes
that the preferred alternative should involve discharging the river south (through what is
now shown as the Don Greenway), the EA for this project over-rides the Parks
Declaration Order. In other words, this EA process takes precedence.
The Parks Declaration Order is an important process enhancement if another
discharge location is chosen.
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3.0

Facilitated Roundtable and Plenary Discussions

Nicole Swerhun introduced participants to the small group process. If participants did
not provide all of their feedback at the meeting, they were encouraged to utilize the
workbook and submit written comments to the TRCA.
Project team members and a CLC member were available at each table to offer
technical and facilitation assistance and answer questions. Table discussions were to
focus on the following questions.
Evaluation Worksheets
•
Are you comfortable with the proposed evaluation approach? Why or why
not?
•
Do you have any suggested edits or refinements that you feel could
strengthen the evaluation approach?
•
What do you see as the potential challenges and opportunities that could
arise through the evaluation process? What suggestions do you have to
address those challenges and take advantage of the opportunities?
Consultation Worksheets
•
Are you comfortable with the proposed consultation approach? Why or why
not?
•
Do you have any suggested edits or refinements that you feel could
strengthen the consultation approach?
•
What do you see as the potential challenges and opportunities that could
arise through the consultation process? What suggestions do you have to
address those challenges and take advantage of the opportunities?
Following the roundtable discussions, the findings outlined below were reported back to
the larger group in a plenary session.
Group #1
Question
Are you comfortable with
the proposed evaluation
approach? Why or why
not?

Response
Yes, broadly speaking. It appears that the approach is
both comprehensive and generic. Are there some
timelines for this project? Is the public input really
representative of the wider citizenship of Toronto? The
feeling was that many have come from a broad
ecological base. The internet does allow a lot of people
to see what is happening and perhaps interact with the
project.

Do you have any suggested There should be a clear statement that both qualitative
edits or refinements that
and quantitative approaches are balanced in the
you feel could strengthen
evaluation.
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the evaluation approach?
Potential challenges?

Up the river might impact the mouth of the river
evaluation. The feedback back and forth is important.
If we disturb the pollutants in the Keating Channel, will
the costs be feasible?

Suggested Refinements

If there was more information available about what was
happening up the river (on the internet), it may allay
some concerns about this project.

Potential Opportunities

If we clean up some of the messes that are there now,
we don’t have to do it in the future. It will be done and
there will be a long term benefit.
West Nile – if we produce a healthy wetland, we will
reduce the potential West Nile problem. Only sick
wetlands cause a problem.
What potential tourism and recreation are we going to
get out of this?

Group #2
Question
Are you comfortable with
the proposed evaluation
approach? Why or why
not?

Response
The EA should cover the whole river. Access to the river
at all points should be considered where streets cross it.
The commitment to making nature a priority over human
needs should be more strongly stated.
It is impossible to have an evaluation without weighting.
This should be done out in the open and fully discussed.

Potential challenges?

Reconciling personal agendas can be a difficult task.
The list of criteria has to be very clear and
comprehensive. This was done successfully on the EA
for the flood protection of the west don lands.
Meeting material could be distributed ahead of time so
that the discussions could be more focused.

Potential Opportunities

Add spaces where there is no human activity at all.
If there is a list of guiding principles, how would they be
different than the existing goals and objectives?
Perhaps a meeting dedicated to this should be set up.

Are you comfortable with

Are all interested parties involved? Are there regulators
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the proposed consultation
approach? Why or why
not?

or private interests being left out?
How do we ensure that preconceived notions of the
outcome aren’t influencing the outcome – we should
respect each other.

Potential Opportunities
(Consultation)

Could have a site tour at the mouth of the Humber where
things are being done.
The sooner we see pictures of what this will look like, the
better.

Group #3
Question
Are you comfortable with
the proposed evaluation
approach? Why or why
not?

Response
The guiding principle should be “naturalization, by
working with natural processes should be given priority
over flood proofing for economic development.”
This is a “commons” feature that is desirable.

Potential challenges?

Try to avoid numeric evaluation for decision making.
Trying to build consensus will be difficult. The criteria
need to be broad enough to be inclusive to a range of
different ideas.

Potential Opportunities

Natural engineering solutions are more desirable than
hard engineering solutions.

Taking advantage of
opportunities

We are looking for long term benefits and change.
Things can happen over a long period of time. Much of
the Port Lands are publicly owned so we should be able
to take advantage of natural solutions.
“Balance” in a process often results in less than optimal
solutions. If you keep balancing, you will never have
change. Nature should be given the priority over
immediate human needs.
Maybe there should be a meeting on goals, objectives
and principles. Guiding principles developed by the
public would set a different kind of decision-making
context. Pedestrian values should be a priority in the
guiding principles.
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Group #4
Question
Are you comfortable with
the proposed evaluation
approach? Why or why
not?

Response
Should “alternatives to” be weighted? Our group actually
assigned weightings, for example: Flood control should
be the most important (40%), naturalization (20%), etc.

Are you comfortable with
the proposed consultation
approach? Why or why
not?

The public is missing the information to help make the
decisions.
Making the short list shorter, faster may compromise the
public input, as this is a learning process.

Group #5
Question
Are you comfortable with
the proposed evaluation
approach? Why or why
not?

Response
The process is an attempt at objectivity to come to a
scientific conclusion. The approach is still difficult to
understand. There is some clarity needed around how
we will resolve apparently conflicting objectives (flood
control, naturalization).
There is flood proofing of real estate. This isn’t
described clearly if this is one of the criteria. How much
is the protection of land for development driving this? If
this is a consideration, criteria should be noted.

Do you have any suggested Could take a scenario and run through it to assist with
edits or refinements that
public understanding.
you feel could strengthen
the evaluation approach?
Are you comfortable with
the proposed consultation
approach? Why or why
not?

What are the industry’s/business interests? What is
their role in this process? Shouldn’t we be learning
together and not in separate meetings? What are the
mechanisms for businesses to participate? We didn’t
see many here tonight and their interests may not be
being heard.
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Group #6
Question
Are you comfortable with
the proposed evaluation
approach? Why or why
not?

Response
The objectives are not clear.
Weighting and short listing don’t provide for a bigger
vision.
The objectives need to address water quality.
Integrating the existing infrastructure is one of the
existing objectives. Existing railroad – could be moved
or removed. What is the vision for this?

Do you have any suggested
edits or refinements that
you feel could strengthen
the evaluation approach?

The precinct planning process segments everything and
is not a holistic planning approach. This is not a process
as much as it is a vision. A vision has emerged for the
Port Lands and the central waterfront over the last 10
years.
The watershed used to be much larger – a 1200 hectare
marsh – and deal with a much smaller volume of water.
This should be a benchmark that everything else should
be weighted against.
One of the objectives states that this project should
coordinate with other projects and integrate with existing
infrastructure. The Don River should come first. These
two objectives don’t belong here.

Potential Opportunities

The public owns about 82% of these lands. Public
values should therefore weigh very highly.

Taking advantage of
opportunities

There is the opportunity to have a natural, recreation
opportunity right here in the City.

Are you comfortable with
the proposed consultation
approach? Why or why
not?

All of the consultants attending the design charette are
being paid for by tax payer dollars. There should be a
much more open and transparent process for public
participation.
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4.0 Closing Remarks, Next Steps and Next Meeting
Adele Freeman thanked participants for their questions and input.
Adele announced the date of the next meeting, Public Forum #2 as October 25, 2005.
(editor’s note: Please be advised that the meeting has been rescheduled and will
now be held on November 7, 2005 at Metro Hall, beginning at 6:30 pm.) All
feedback will be summarized over the next week. The consulting team will then be
considering all of the input received. Normally, this level of detail is not discussed in a
public forum. For this project, we want to bring the best of the best and introduce new,
fresh images. To date, consultation has been heavy on process, but we will move to
discussing solutions during the EA.
Flooding is on everyone’s mind right now. Adele offered to show participants the areas
that would flood under a Hurricane Hazel type scenario.
Anyone on the mailing list will receive notice of upcoming meetings. Stakeholders were
thanked and the meeting was adjourned at 9:15 p.m.
Prepared by:
Tracey Ehl, Principal

(905) 825-9870
tracey@ehlharrison.com
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TRCA Project Team members
Cassandra Bach
Adele Freeman
Michelle Herzog
Deborah Martin-Downs
Consulting Team Project Team members
Paul Murray

Gartner Lee Ltd.

Don Gorber
Anneliese Grieve

SENES Consultants Limited
SENES Consultants Limited

Nicole Swerhun
Tracey Ehl

facilitator
Ehl Harrison Consulting Inc. (Meeting Notes)
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Appendix C: Workbook Summaries
1. Are you comfortable with the proposed evaluation approach? Why or why
not?
Responses:























Yes, great exercise, but we need a high profile (and weighting) for ecological
functions
No, we are not informed enough
Should cover whole river
Consider access to river at all points
Commitment to giving nature priority over human needs should be more strongly
stated – including natural sanctuary space
Mostly as good an approach as any
No, process not clearly identifying objectives
Weighing and short listing doesn’t provide an opportunity for a bigger vision
Needs to address water quality which is not included as an objective
Disagree with listing as an objective “integrating existing infrastructure”
Don’t like the determination of “Alternatives to” slide 21
No – doesn’t need to be complicated – presentation didn’t clarify approach in
“community member” language
Preconceived notions should not be embraced prior to potential opportunities
I am not comfortable with the proposed evaluation approach because the
proposal team is already complimenting itself on all the planning done 14 years
ago that may/will not work now
The proposed evaluation approach is very good; thorough and effective
Yes, project objectives clear, evaluation will be transparent, objective
ToR should not screen alternatives to. Weights cannot indicate which alternative
method is preferred. Effects are nonlinear and interconnected and no set of
weights can really calculate the preferred alternative method.
No, evaluation approach needs to be accountable and transparent (note: This is
a Group Comment as provided by an individual who participated in that group’s
discussion)
Weighting and mathematical evaluations can be difficult re: accountability,
transparency and reasonableness in satisfying alternatives to reaching a
preferred alternative (note: This is a Group Comment as provided by an
individual who participated in that group’s discussion)
Process to date has not allowed for a public “vision” (note: This is a Group
Comment as provided by an individual who participated in that group’s
discussion)
When Vancouver evaluated their biosolids program through a master planning
process the City was able to state an overall goal of 100% beneficial use and
then was able to evaluate the program alternatives and implement a successful
program through an investigation that did not rely on using numerical values
assigned to each of the alternatives. It was an evaluation based on identification,
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size and feasibility of markets, biosolids product identification and costs of
program implementation. As a member of the public I was able to read the
report, understand its evaluation and deem that the preferred conclusions
matched the information and its evaluation. The process of not using numerical
assignments and weightings is, in my opinion accountable and transparent. On
the other hand Toronto’s Master Planning process was based on numerical
assignments and weightings. The conclusions reached have raised the spectre
of a peer review process to validate both the methodology and the findings.
At the outset the goals and objectives must fit the “vision” and must be clear in
their intent so that they influence decision-making to achieve the vision.

2. Do you have any suggested edits or refinements that you feel could
strengthen the approach?
Responses:




















No
Find a way to increase interest/info
Must have a debate/battle and vote – in paper –
Vote for a Don Mouth ideal
Alternatives: Contest at CTV
Don mouth ideal by popular vote
1200 hectare marsh – 5,000 years old
Factors must be weighted – can’t decide without weighting options
If weighting is to be an issue, must be fully discussed
Clear well defined criteria
Simple language in describing alternatives
Make people aware of overall timetable
Difference between consultative and evaluative approaches isn’t clear
enough – both seem the same
This process is preventing a greater vision. Decompartmentalizing it doesn’t
take the bigger picture into concern. This is more about process than a
vision.
Precinct planning and dividing up into small areas is spoiling the unity of a
greater vision
More emphasis of function of high flow/volume urban on restoring the original
1200 ha marshland or at least as a basis for ecosystem approach or
benchmark starting point for starting the process
Address the issues of – volume of water in a storm event – water quality
This process is not assisting in the Greater Vision. E.g. Don River mouth
exiting at the Eastern portion of the Portlands – flowing to the ship channel –
the opening up the fiord close to the Hearn – and exiting to the outer harbour
We would rather see the water channel over to the ship channel and forming
islands/fiords
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What are the existing pollutants and how will releasing these pollutants during
‘clean up’ affect community member’s health?
Healthy wetlands will help to reduce West Nile
The volume of water in a major storm event: we could see the water
channeled over to the ship channel and small islands be created beyond the
opening east of the Hearns plant
Anything that could speed up the approach would be desirable. It seems it will
take much too long.
Language is very confusing- edit before going back to the public (suggests
“alternative to” could instead be “proposed solutions”, “alternative method” =
“suggestions (on) ways to implement the solutions”). Hire an expert to
translate technical jargon.
Use descriptive statements to show the tradeoffs between alternative
methods. Focus on tradeoffs- get public input on specific gains and losses.
Ranking of alternatives should be focused on specific tradeoffs (quantify).
Only rank once values are known. As much as possible, descriptive tradeoffs
should lead to rankings without using a weighting system- descriptive analysis
should be used for ranking without weighting calculation. Strategic
management level analysis should be used to select preferred alternative
based on tradeoff analysis.
The evaluation approach needs to be made up of verbally articulated values
and principles that embody a public vision. (note: This is a group comment
as provided by an individual who participated in that group’s discussion)
The evaluation should avoid numerical evaluation as the ultimate calculation
for decision-making. (note: This is a group comment as provided by an
individual who participated in that group’s discussion)
Where are the guiding principles? (note: This is a group comment as
provided by an individual who participated in that group’s discussion)
Is there consensus on the guiding principles, the vision, the goals and
objectives? (note: This is a group comment as provided by an individual who
participated in that group’s discussion)
To date the feeling, I believe, is that the public does not accept that the
criteria for this project are sufficiently qualitative and that the criteria will lead
to a conclusion that fulfills/reflects the values of the public.
The public has stated that they want natural solutions to be preferred over
hard engineering solutions. Nature is to be given priority over both
“engineered” solutions and immediate human needs/political needs such as
“development of the lands” for monetary gain. Environmental quality, water
quality and air quality need recognizable/quantifiable criteria in the process.
There still needs to be a consensus building of what the public values and
what the public vision is for the project.
The public needs to know the long term water quality objectives and goals.
The public want the process to optimize natural solutions and this should be
possible since most of the lands in the Portlands are public lands.
Any process that I have been in that claims to “balance” the decision-making
process tends to miss the mark. There has to be a preferential direction set
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to achieve goals that set new directions for the Don Mouth and Flood
Protection.
What exactly is meant by “Flood Protection”?
What exactly are the competing goals and objectives…the ones written in
stone that will be limiting the goals and objectives of this project?
The Sample Criteria Table just does not evaluate this project in a way that is
understandable. It will not be accountable and its transparency is highly
questionable.
The idea of extending the project limits should be considered more seriously.
It may be necessary to change the way the Don River transports both its
sediments and trash. There may be better upstream solutions to sediment
transport and trash removal.

3. What do you see as the potential challenges and opportunities that could arise
through the evaluation process? What suggestions do you have to address
those challenges and take advantage of the opportunities?
Responses:


Am uncomfortable with the prospect of multiple evaluations for ecological
values under the 6 project objectives. Perhaps we need a matrix of project
objectives and where/how more detailed analysis will occur:
E.g.
Species
Barriers
Water Quality
Naturalization
*
Flood Control
Operations
Infrastructure
*
RCH
Other efforts
*RAP; WWF,
etc.
 Don’t agree with “integrating with existing infrastructure” – review the “Don
River Delta Proposal” submitted by a meeting participant – excellent
concept!!!
Potential Challenges








The relative importance of different objectives
Reconciling people’s personal agendas
Trying to accommodate too many ideas
Frame 21 lists an objective #4 that we do not agree with. So any sensible
vision will be eliminated because it doesn’t meet objective #4 - integrating
with existing infrastructure
Need to address run off water into the Don
Objective to hold volume of water during storm event- how will that benefit
water quality?
How will these effective changes make viable solutions
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Address the railroad to ensure the continual flooding is alleviated
Objectives not in sync with residents
It seems like it will take forever!
Minutia will drag the process down.
The potential challenges are starting to finalize a process that did not have
consensus at the beginning. Before it is too late there needs to be verification
of the decisions in the current process.

Suggested refinements

















Weight each to represent the importance
1 – 20%
2 – 40%
3 – 20%
4 - .5%
5 – 10%
6 - .5%
List of criteria very clear and comprehensive
Distribute meeting materials ahead of time to focus discussion
Short list good idea
Open process to other visions
Listen to the residents not the developers!
It is important that residents ran get to the river. Canoe on the River, kayak on
the River, enjoy the River as part of their community
Provide meeting material prior to meeting for attendees to review – 2 ½ hours
of dissertations by facilitators is too much!
Include the recommendations of residents and those who are likely to face
the consequences of bad decisions made by those not familiar with the area
Use as much existing data and research as possible. Allow the EA to make
conclusions based on reasonable, expert, commonly accepted scientific
knowledge
Keep discussion high, use pictures
You can probably get good agreement on value statements
The evaluation process must end up with conclusions that are not
manipulated. The Task Force 2010 Report manipulates “good public input
and intentions” by reaching a conclusion that its goal is 100% diversion from
landfill by 2010. The operative word manipulation is the use of “landfill” rather
than “disposal” which leads not to increased diversion through 3Rs and
composting but, in practice, could substitute one disposal technology for
another like incineration for landfill. This is manipulative since the public input
placed an emphasis on the 3Rs and composting over disposal.
The evaluation process used in the Wet Weather Flow Management Master
Plan did not put a great deal of emphasis or funding allocation to the
reduction of water quantity or quality through source control implementation.
Rather than emphasizing source control evaluation and implementation over
“in pipe” and “end of pipe” controls the WWFMMP stated once solutions were
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chosen the hierarchy of source control first, then “in pipe” and lastly, end-ofpipe would be followed in the implementation of the solution. Even after a
WWFMMP program over one hundred years endowed with a budget of
billions of dollars the Ontario Water Quality Objectives of today were unlikely
to be met in any of Toronto’s watercourses. Articulated, qualitative and
quantifiable long term benefits should be identified as part of the evaluation
criteria, goals, objectives and vision of the project.
The R. C. Harris Residuals Management EA reached a preferred alternative
that was not implemented. Instead a least costly and on-site alternative that
had been evaluated and rejected by the EA process was ultimately chosen.
In this case, the alternatives were not subjected to a rigorous enough
evaluation during the EA. A detailed engineering process applied to the
selected alternative proved that it was too expensive. The two triangles that
were used to illustrate the evaluation of alternatives may prove to not
adequately evaluate the alternatives at the front end of the process of this
project. The process must choose to include adequate and fair evaluation of
the alternatives especially in the level of detail.
A further meeting on vision, goals, objectives and principles, I believe, is
important to setting the Terms of Reference for this EA.

Potential Opportunities








Add creation of natural sanctuary space as objective
Support list of guiding principles – but how would they be different from
existing goals and objectives? What is missing from current list of objectives
etc.
Opportunity to look at Waterfront and Don as a whole and complete system
Human health should be a priority
Community access should be a priority
To design with low rise structures should buildings be required e.g. No high
rises – buildings should encourage ‘sustainability’
Most people want to see Don mouth improved

Taking Advantage of Opportunities






Have one meeting to find out what people have in mind and would want
included
The EA should consider access to River e.g. Queen/Gerrard/Dundas
We have the opportunity to develop a plan that will effectively reduce the kind
of flooding of the Bayview extension and Don Valley Parkway South.
The present system of dredging the Keating channel must be improved
Use a computer program that shows what changes will look like

4. Are you comfortable with the proposed consultation approach? Why or why
not?
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Responses:


















Yes, good people; good approach.
Public health is extremely important – it is critical to take note of the existing
brown fields.
There should be no short cuts when community health can be impacted – the
ground water in the Portlands is most definitely contaminated
The design should allow for residents to view/participate
The guiding principles should be created – economic development should not
be a priority. Work towards naturalization – sustainability – community access
The consultation approach is excellent and doesn’t need changes
Open house meetings where people can speak one on one with consultants
can be helpful
Site walks excellent idea
If the public is not part of the whole process then there is going to be
controversy about the conclusions that the consultants reach. This is not the
only EA that has shut out the public from the whole process. The public
should be able to observe the whole of the process even the technical
meetings where technical decisions are made. The public should be given
observer status to the whole process and then it should be decided when the
larger public process is open.
When the CLC and the TAC meet the public should be given observer status.
The CLC, at the very least, should be able to observe TAC meetings.
The CLC should report their support for or against the decisions at each
public meeting. The WWFMMP and the Biosolids and Residuals Master Plan
proceeded and concluded without public support and consensus as did the
ABTP EA.
It is time to think how the public can be meaningfully consulted, involved and
have input in City of Toronto EA processes.
It is time to think how the City of Toronto is inviting change to make the City
more livable/more affordable for its residents and communities. Note: When
nature cleans up it reduces infrastructure needs and costs. The public
supports tipping the balance in favour of natural solutions to problems created
by poorly designed and implemented development.
There was and hopefully there still is a different way to approach
environmental protection and sustainable development in the Portlands. The
public needs government and its agents to lay the foundation for a new way
of thinking/evaluating/implementing and it could start with this project.

5. Do you have any suggested edits or refinements that you feel could

strengthen the consultation approach?
Responses:


No
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Are all interested parties involved? Are there regulatory or private interests
who are left out?
There should be community access to the banks of the Don River and the
mouth. And this access should encourage community recreational use of the
River and the mouth of the River to the outer harbour.
It is important to link the access of the mouth of the Don to close proximity to
the Leslie spit.
South Riverdale residents need welcoming access to the mouth of the Don
River
Don’t get bogged down with ‘alternative methods’. Existing, proven methods
more than adequate. Naïve and expensive to expect to make a pristine
wilderness in the heart of a major city. We have millions of acres of pristine
wilderness elsewhere in the province.
Discharge to Ashbridges Bay or ship channel not desirable to development of
Portlands. Only discharge should be to Inner Harbour. “The past is history”.
Introduce members of the TAC to the public (outlining their experience and
background)
Invite participants (public?) to watch the “design workshop”

6. What do you see as the potential challenges that could arise through the
consultation process? What suggestions do you have to address those
challenges?
Responses:
Potential Challenges






How do we ensure that preconceived notions of what should be the outcome
aren’t influencing the process?
How can you have any creative vision when there are such restrictions.
Especially with respect to your ‘alternatives to’ #21
Residents care about the impact to health
Satisfying small vocal group of “amateur environmentalists”
A few members can monopolize the process

Suggested Refinements







Respect each other
EA should cover the entire Don River
The piece meal approach will result in a very ineffective method of dealing with
potential flooding at the mouth of the Don
Businesses should be consulted as well as residents together, to understand
each others’ concerns.
Stick to accepted scientific fact
Taxpayers can’t afford cost of reinventing the wheel
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Involve members of the Don Council, placed strategically so their background
and knowledge can be shared

Potential Opportunities







Site tour of mouth of Humber; great things done there
Design charrette – sooner we get to the visuals the better
Objectives not in tune with residents
Open river to small watercraft (canoes, kayaks, dragon boats, etc)
Build dragon boat course in straight section of river south of Gerrard
Recent awareness of flooding

Taking Advantage of Opportunities








There should be meetings that include the business interest in the area
Questions should be directed to both groups in the same meeting
Accept that it may not be desirable or feasible to create river delta
Make sure there’s a navigable channel for small watercraft
Use a good hydrologist to explain impact of these huge storms (good slide
presentation to help public appreciate need for flood protection)
All the debris from storms travel along the Don River and end up at the end of the
ship channel – continue the flow by opening up an access point from the east
end of the ship channel to the outer harbour.
Don’t fight the natural flow of water. This is more important than considering your
“alternatives”

Other Feedback or Advice?









Change title of project objective #6 from “other planning efforts” to “other
environmental and planning efforts”
Impacts on each of the objectives
It is most important to study the Don River from its start and the artificial lake at
Finch and Dufferin then make investigation to keep the river “clean” until its
mouth, water treatment plant
Flooding at Wilket Creek – is rainfall measured?
Earl Bales Park – is storm drain adequate? No!
Residents and Residential groups abutting the Don River and the mouth for the
Don should be consulted – e.g. Riverdale Area Residents Association, boating
groups on the outer harbour
It is important to encourage fiords, delta, wetlands, islands – naturalization in
cooperation with industry
It is important that no high rises are built close to the Don and the mouth of the
Don – 5 stories max. – as shown in the “Beach” area – it is important for
community members to take ownership of the Don River and this Don River has
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to address flooding – and the continual costs related to natural weather related
flooding – redevelopment should creatively include flooding/contamination/from
ground water
Listen to the people
Pay attention to changes in the environment
Remember high density is a money maker for the developer and government it
does not create areas where people can live and enjoy communities at peace
with nature
Floods do not ignore high rise buildings, the pollutants that go with these
developments will cause death and more money in the end
Let’s get on with it! The same “unreasonable requests” are made at every
meeting.
Don’t even think of disabling the Don Valley Parkway and/or Gardiner highway,
both are indispensable public assets, essential elements of Toronto’s
transportation network. Without them traffic flow in our community would be
immense.
Flood protection is paramount concern for public safety. Thousands of people will
be living in nearby neighbourhoods in the future.
Ensure existing transportation infrastructure is maintained and flood protected,
workable in any public emergency.
Spend a few minutes outlining work done on Don and future plans
Be realistic about constraints
Subsequent to the Working Session, a participant (Terry Fahey) provided a
lengthy submission to the consultation team. This document is part of the
consultation records and are included below.
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